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QUESTION 1

You are asked to complete a 2-node installation of a FAS8060 cluster running clustered Data ONTAP 8.3. The
hardware has been installed and the cluster has been configured. AutoSupport testing has not been successful because
NetApp Support cannot see any messages, and the customer does not have any messages in their inbox. 

Which two actions should be performed to test the functionality from the NetApp cluster? (Choose two.) 

A. Verify that the network gateway responds to a ping request. 

B. Verify that the mailhost responds to a ping request. 

C. Verify that the domain controller responds to a ping request. 

D. Verify that the cluster interconnect switches respond to a ping request. 

Correct Answer: BD 

B: Check that the mail host specified in the options is a host that the storage system can talk to, by running 

the following command on the storage system: 

ping mailhost_name 

mailhost_name is the name of the mail host specified in the AutoSupport options. 

D: If the system cannot deliver AutoSupport messages over SMTP you should confirm basic network 

connectivity and DNS lookup: 

Your network management LIF must be up for operational and administrative status. 

You must be able to ping a functioning host on the same subnet from the cluster management LIF (not a LIF on any of
the nodes). You must be able to ping a functioning host outside the subnet from the cluster management LIF. You must
be able to ping a functioning host outside the subnet from the cluster management LIF using the name of the host (not
the IP address). 

Reference: How to troubleshoot AutoSupport delivery when using SMTP 

https://kb.netapp.com/index?page=contentandid=1014216andactp=LIST_POPULAR 

Reference: Troubleshooting AutoSupport message delivery over SMTP 

https://library.netapp.com/ecmdocs/ECMP1636037/html/GUID-9554CD61-AE6F-4FDA-86A60E1480405873.html 

 

QUESTION 2

Regarding clustered Data ONTAP 8.3, what happens to the roles of the on board ports, HBAs, and NICs? 

A. These roles are assignet when LIFs are created. 

B. These roles are assigned based on the controller type. 
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C. These roles are predefined and must be changed before creating your LIFs. 

D. The roles are divided into two categories: Data Management and Node Management. 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: In earlier releases of Data ONTAP, default roles were assigned to each Ethernet network port. The roles
included data, cluster, cluster management, intercluster, and node management. In Data ONTAP 8.3, these roles are
assigned when LIFs are created. 

Reference: Clustered Data ONTAP 8.3, Network Management Guide, page 7 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer is using a Cisco Nexus 5020 as a cluster network switch. 

What would be used as a management network switch in this scenario? 

A. Cisco Nexus 5020 1GbE ports 

B. Cisco Nexus 5020 Expansion Module 

C. Cisco Catalyst 2960 

D. Cisco Catalyst 5000 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: The Cisco Catalyst 2960 switch can be installed as management switch in a NetApp system cabinet. 

Reference: Clustered Switch Setup Guide for Cisco Switches, page 5 

https://library.netapp.com/ecm/ecm_get_file/ECMP1115327 

 

QUESTION 4

A remote administrator is connecting to a cluster from a different remote network. 

According to NetApp best practices, which type of LIF routing is required to accomplish this task? 

A. cluster LIF 

B. data LIF 

C. cluster management LIF 

D. intercluster LIF 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: Data ONTAP services may initiate network connections from a node in the cluster. For example:
AutoSupport, SNMP, time synchronization, and syslog. When a Node Management interface is configured and
available, it is preferred for these connections. When Data ONTAP contacts name services like Active Directory, NIS,
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DNS, or LDAP, it prefers to initiate these connections from Data or SVM Management interfaces belonging to the
Storage Virtual Machine (SVM). Note: A LIF role determines the kind of traffic that is supported over the LIF, along with
the failover rules that apply and the firewall restrictions that are in place. The five LIF roles are: 

* 

Cluster-management LIF 

* 

Node-management LIF 

* 

Cluster LIF 

* 

Data LIF 

* 

Intercluster LIF 

Reference: What LIF roles does clustered Data ONTAP use to establish connections to remote servers? 

https://kb.netapp.com/support/index?page=contentandid=3012724andlocale=en_US 

 

QUESTION 5

You will be performing a new cluster Data ONTAP 8.3 or later installation. 

Which three tools would you download to facilitate this task? (Choose three.) 

A. Config Advisor 

B. Cluster Config Builder 

C. OnCommand System Manager 

D. System Setup tool 

E. SLDIAG tool 

Correct Answer: ACD 

Explanation: D: After installing the hardware, you should use System Setup whenever possible to set up the cluster. 

C: After setting up the cluster, you can use either OnCommand System Manager or the Data ONTAP CLI to continue
configuring the cluster. 

A: You can go to the NetApp Support Site and download the Config Advisor tool to check for common configuration
errors. 

Reference: Clustered Data ONTAP 8.3, Software Setup Guide, page 4, page 22 Reference: Clustered Data ONTAP 8.3,
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MetroCluster Installation and Configuration Guide, page 137 

 

QUESTION 6

A customer wants you to add a disk shelf that contains SSDs so they can implement Flash Pool. 

Which three tools would you use to complete this task? (Choose three.) 

A. Use the My AutoSupport tool to ensure that Flash pool is licensed. 

B. Use Hardware Universe to ensure that you would not exceed the maximum drive count. 

C. Use Hardware Universe to ensure that you would not exceed the maximum cache for the system. 

D. Use the My AutoSupport tool to see if there is a Flash Cache card installed. 

E. Use Config Builder to verify the shelves can be added. 

Correct Answer: ABE 

Explanation: The Hardware Universe (HWU) application is NetApp\\'s system configuration solution, replacing the
System Configuration Guides. 

 

QUESTION 7

Multiple customers want to access a cluster from different domains that may contain duplicate IP addresses. 

In this situation, which feature should you use? 

A. IPspaces 

B. interface groups 

C. VLAN 

D. logical interfaces 

Correct Answer: A 

Explanation: IPspaces enable you to configure a single Data ONTAP cluster so that it can be accessed by clients from
more than one administratively separate network domain, even if those clients are using the same IP address subnet
range 

Reference: Clustered Data ONTAP 8.3, Network Management Guide, page 32 

 

QUESTION 8

According to NetApp best practices, which two sets of protocols would be assigned to the same storage virtual machine
(SVM)? (Choose two.) 

A. FCP, NFS 
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B. CIFS, iSCSI 

C. NFS. CIFS 

D. FCP, iSCSI 

Correct Answer: C 

Explanation: For Storage Virtual Machines (SVMs) that are accessible from multiple protocols, such as CIFS and NFS,
you can use DNS load balancing and automatic LIF rebalancing simultaneously. 

Reference: Clustered Data ONTAP 8.3, Network Management Guide, page 96 

 

QUESTION 9

Click the Exhibit button. 

You are asked to install a 6-node cluster running clustered Data ONTAP 8.3 using Cisco switches. The customer has
installed Config Advisor on a PC on their network and has asked you to help them collect data. 

Referring to the exhibit, which three parameters should be selected? (Choose three.) 

A. Enable management switch connections 
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B. Switchless 

C. Enable cluster switch connections 

D. Cisco NX5010/NX5020/5596/5596T 

E. NetApp CN1610/CN1601 

Correct Answer: ADE 

Explanation: In the clustered Data ONTAP profile, you can choose any one of the following (based on the network
switch used): 

* 

Cisco NX5010/5020/5596 (Cisco switches is used in this question) 

* 

NetApp CN1610/CN1601 

To verify clustered configurations, you should ensure the following: 

* 

The data is collected from cluster switches, management switches, and a controller. 

Etc. 

Reference: Config Advisor 3.2. Installation and Administration Guide, page 21 

 

QUESTION 10

You are planning to update your running switch environment. You need to determine if certain conditions exist before
the FASTPATH software and reference configuration file (RCF) on a NetApp CN16xx cluster switch can be installed. 

Which condition must exist in this scenario? 

A. You must set the port configuration to default for all ports before running the portcfgdefault port- number command. 

B. The cluster must be a fully functioning cluster (no error log messages or other issues). 

C. All ISL ports must be moved to a different switch. 

D. You can only update your switch environment within offline windows. 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: The following conditions must exist before installing the FASTPATH software and reference configuration
file (RCF) on a NetApp CN16xx cluster switch: 

* 

The cluster must be a fully functioning cluster. 
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* 

There must be no defective cluster NICs and all connected ports on both cluster switches must be 

functional. 

*All cluster ports must be up. 

* 

All cluster logical interfaces (LIFs) must be up and must not have been migrated. 

* 

The Data ONTAP (privilege: advanced) cluster ping-cluster -node node1 command must indicate that 

larger than PMTU communication is successful on all paths. 

* 

You must consult the switch compatibility table on the NetApp CN1601 and CN1610 Switches page for 

the supported FASTPATH, RCF, and Data ONTAP versions. T 

Reference: Installing FASTPATH software and RCF files on NetApp Cluster switches, page 1 

https://library.netapp.com/ecm/ecm_download_file/ECMP11694144 

 

QUESTION 11

According to NetApp, which two scenarios are recommended for a RAID-DP aggregate in clustered Data ONTAP 8.3?
(Choose two.) 

A. three or more disks if it is a data aggregate 

B. three or more disks if it is a root aggregate 

C. two or more disks if it is a root aggregate 

D. five or more disks if it is a data aggregate 

Correct Answer: BD 

Explanation: The minimum number of disks in a RAID-DP group is three: at least one data disk, one regular parity disk,
and one double-parity (dParity) disk. However, for non-root aggregates with only one RAID group, you must have at
least 5 disks (three data disks and two parity disks). 

Reference: Clustered Data ONTAP 8.3, Physical Storage Management Guide, page 108 

https://library.netapp.com/ecm/ecm_download_file/ECMP1636022 

 

QUESTION 12
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You are installing a 4-node cluster with two CN1610 switches. Your co-worker is setting up the switches, but
accidentally deletes the current configuration. 

According to NetApp, what is the recommended way to restore the configuration? 

A. Install only one switch. 

B. Manually configure the ports as they are designated in the CN1601 and CN1610 Switch Setup and Configuration
Guide. 

C. Reload the same reference file to the switch. 

D. Copy the configuration from a switch that is working. 

Correct Answer: D 

Explanation: You re-create the cluster using the cluster configuration that you chose and made available to the
recovering node, and then rejoin each additional node to the new cluster. 

You should only perform this task to recover from a disaster that resulted in the loss of the cluster\\'s configuration. 

Steps 

1. 

On the recovering node, use the system configuration recovery cluster recreate command at the advanced privilege
level to re-create the cluster. 

2. 

Use the cluster identity show command to verify that the recovering node has a different UUID than the other nodes. 

3. 

For each node that needs to be joined to the re-created cluster, do the following: 3a. From a healthy node on the re-
created cluster, use the system configuration recovery cluster rejoin command at the advanced privilege level to rejoin
the target node to the cluster. Example This example rejoins the target node (node2) to the re-created cluster.
cluster1::*> system configuration recovery cluster rejoin -node node2 

Warning: This command will rejoin node "node2" into the local cluster, potentially overwriting critical cluster 

configuration files. This command should only be used to recover from a disaster. Do not perform any other 

recovery operations while this operation is in progress. 

This command will cause node "node2" to reboot. 

Do you want to continue? {y|n}: y 

The target node reboots and then joins the cluster. 

3b. Use the cluster show command with the -eligibility parameter to verify that the target node is healthy 

and has formed quorum with the rest of the nodes in the cluster. The target node must rejoin the re-created 

cluster before you can rejoin another node. 
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Reference: Restoring a cluster configuration from an existing configuration 

https://library.netapp.com/ecmdocs/ECMP1196798/html/GUID-9C4E7746-7FCA-4966-B6F1

D353B07F1494.html 

 

QUESTION 13

Your customer has four disk shelves attached to an HA pair of nodes running clustered Data ONTAP 8.3. One disk shelf
has six SSDs and 18 HDDs installed. They want to know how to partition the SSDs to use them in a flash pool
aggregate. 

In this situation, what should you tell the customer? 

A. Flash pool aggregates must have whole SSDs assigned, not partitions. 

B. When the disks are assigned to a storage pool, they are automatically partitioned into four equal parts that can be
assigned to an existing aggregate where the partition will be used as flash storage by the assigned aggregate. 

C. All SSDs in a mixed disk system are partitioned to a 25% and a 75% partition. The larger partition can be used for
data. 

D. When the disks are assigned to a storage pool, you can partition each disk into as many partitions as needed. A
partition can be assigned to an existing aggregate where the partition will be used as a flash storage by the assigned
aggregate. 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: Advanced drive partitioning for Flash Pool segments each drive into four pieces. 

Reference: Clustered Data ONTAP 8.3: A Proven Foundation for Hybrid Cloud http:// community.netapp.com/t5/Tech-
OnTap-Articles/Clustered-Data-ONTAP-8-3-A-Proven- Foundation-forHybrid-Cloud/ta-p/92703 

 

QUESTION 14

What happens to the NTP configuration in clustered Data ONTAP 8.3 when a node joins a cluster? 

A. A node that joins a cluster has a separate NTP service. 

B. A node that joins a cluster automatically adopts the NTP configuration of the cluster. 

C. A node that joins a cluster must be manually configured in the NTP. 

D. A node that joins a cluster must reboot before running the NTP service. 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: A node that joins a cluster automatically adopts the NTP configuration of the cluster. 

Reference: How to configure and troubleshoot NTP on clustered Data ONTAP 8.2 and later using CLI
https://kb.netapp.com/support/index?page=contentandid=1014787 
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QUESTION 15

Which NetApp tool will simplify your initial system installation? 

A. OnCommand Unified Manager 

B. OnCommand System Manager 

C. Config Advisor 

D. System Setup tool 

Correct Answer: B 

Explanation: The System Setup tool enables you to quickly and easily set up your netapp FAS series storage systems
using NetApp best practices and optimizing performance for Clustered. You can use this software to configure your
network, storage, and protocols with either a single storage controller or multiple controllers. 

Incorrect: Not A: OnCommand Unified Manager is used for to monitor the health of your clustered Data ONTAP
environment. Not B: The System Setup tool is for the initial configuration, while OnCommand System Manager is for
later configuration. The OnCommand System Manager provides fast, simple configuration and management for NetApp
FAS storage systems. Not C: Config Advisor is run on already installed systems. It performs configuration validation for
new NetApp system installation and improve automation for service delivery for assessments and audits. 

Reference: http://mysupport.netapp.com/NOW/public/system_setup/ 
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